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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to discover the strategies being 
employed by secondary school teachers to assist students with 
spelling difficulties. Teachers in the English and social studies 
departments of three Perth high schools were interviewed and 
asked to indicate the criteria they used to identify students 
with spelling problems and the teaching methods they employed 
to help those students overcome their problems. They were also 
asked to identify the causes of spelling difficulty. Staff at 
the local district offices and the Ministry of Education were 
intervi~wed to establish what support services were available 
for teachers who wished to improve their skills in this area. 
The study found that the teachers used performance indicators 
to assess spelling skills. They listed nineteen different causes 
of poor spelling and used a variety of different methods to assist 
students. English teachers had a wider repertoire of methods 
available to them than did the social studies teachers and were 
more familiar with support material produced by the Ministry 
of Education. At ministry and school level the policy was that 
spelling was an important skill to be developed. It was more 
difficult to discern a policy at district office level. Finally, 
there are few support programmes available for nigii.. sc...~l students 
wi .. th spelling problems and it was not possible to say how great 
a problem poor spelling may be. 
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Chapter one - The Introduction 
Background to This Stlldy 
Although spelling is only one aspect of literacy to be developed 
by teachers it is important because society at large often regards 
good spelling as an indication of intelligence and good education. 
"Spelling, perhaps more that anything else, is the benchmark 
of basic literacy" (Bouffler & Bean, 1987). Some sectors of the 
community also assume that poor spelling is an indication of 
an inefficient education system. For this reason schools and 
teacners should l"J]Jlicise actions that are taken to develop spelling 
skills. 
Early in 1991 the report Fducational st;andam;;; in western Australian 
Government Schools, 1990 was published. This report indicated 
that 89% of Year 10 students met the spelling standards set by 
the monitoring group but made no mention of the methods used 
by teachers to develop spelling skills. 
This study will identify the methods being employed by high school 
teachers to develop spelling skills. 
The significance Qf This stud¥ 
'Die study is significant because there are no other similar studies 
available for Western Australian high schools. 
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The PuJ;:pose of the Study 
The research addresses a number of problems encountered when 
questions relating to spelling and high school students are asked: 
specifically, how teachers assess students as having a moderate 
or severe spelling problem and how they attempt to meet the needs 
of these students. 
Research OUestions 
The major question to be answered was: 
lllat criteria do staff in the English and social stillies departllents 
of three senior high schools use to assess the spelling skills 
of stuclents in Years 8, 9, & 10 and what strategies do they adopt 
to meet the needs of these students? 
The subsidiary questions that helped provide the answer to the 
major question were: 
1. What criteria do teachers use to assess students' 
spelling skills and to identify those stUdents who have 
either a moderate or severe spelling problem? 
2. liben the criteria are used, what peroentage of students 
in selected classes in Years 8,9 & 10 are identified 
as having a moderate or severe spelling problem? 
10 
3. What do teachers consider to be the causes of poor 
spelling? 
4. What policies exist at ministry, district and school 
level with regard to the teaching of spelling in senior 
high schools? 
5. What programmes exist to meet the needs of students 
in Years 8, 9 & 10 who have either a moderate or severe 
spelling problem? 
6. What methods do teachers use to assist students with 
spelling difficulties? 
7. What materials do teachers find most useful? 
a. Do teachers have any suggestions a.bout actions that 
need to be taken, or material that needs to be provided, 
to assist them in this area of their work? 
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Chapter Two - Review of Literature 
This review will be in three sections. It will: 
1. consider nethods that have been used to teach spelling. 
2. Attempt to define poor spelling. 
3. Review what recent research has indicated about the 
spelling process. 
Methods Used to Teach Spelling 
During this century different methods have been used to try to 
develop good spelling skills in children. Each method has had 
' its supporters but there has been virtually no scientific research 
to discover if one method is more successful than any other. 
Although there are a number of spelling methods and programmes 
available, ti«, ai;proact,es have achieved a higher level of acceptability 
and popularity than the others. It is interesting to note that 
they are the opposites of each other. 
One method has been to encourage the development of spelling 
skills by concentrating on reading and the production of written 
work. The assumption is that children will learn to spell words 
as they read and write them. 
The other method has been to compile lists of words to be taught 
in formal spelling lessons. The lists could be derived from the 
mistakes made by individual children; by counting the nUl!lber 
of times children of various ages try to write each word and 
then teaching the words at the appropriate age; or by grading 
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words for difficulty and listing the easiest words first (Bennett, 
1972; Horn, 1957; Peters, 1985). 
Three of the other methods that have been used to help children 
learn to spell include: programmes designed to improve visual 
memory (Peters, 1985); programmes designed to develop knowledge 
of phonemes (sounds) and graphemes (letters used to represent 
sounds) (W.A. 's Spellit Progranune); and morphographic progranunes, 
which teach spelling by concentrating on the small units of meaning 
that combine to make words, for example un+like+ly = unlikely 
(Robinson & Hesse, 1981). 
Spelling is usually taught as an adjunct to reading and writing. 
Most of the commercially available teaching and testing material 
is designed for younger children and ceases to be of general 
use for children above Grade 7 (Larsen & Hammill, 1986). 
There seems to be an asswnption that older children do not require 
continued instruction in spelling, although both Davis (1987) 
am Henderson (1980) have shown that teenagers benefit from continued 
class teaching. Additionally there is plenty of evidence available 
to show that some older children and adults require a great deal 
of remedial work (Barr, 1987; Bostock, 1989; Coggan & Foster, 
1985). 
What is Poor Spelling? 
Before reviewing what research.has shown about the process, I 
believe it is necessary to try to define what poor spelling is. 
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The first point to note is that there are no generally accepted 
standards to be met by good spellers. In Western Australia the 
current K-7 English Language Syllabus indicates that "spelling 
and punctuation need to be learned in the process of reading 
and writing". While the Primary English Syllabus (Spelling), 
which accompanies the My Word Book series advises teachers that 
"spelling ability is not necessarily revealed in a test based 
on a list of words, but in consistent accuracy of spelling in 
... written conmn.mication" (p. 1). ('!his is an interesting observation 
as the programme followed in the books was based on lists of 
words derived frqm national and.international sources, and not 
the child-' s own work. current thinking is that teaching is more 
successful when it is based on the child's specific spelling 
needs {Peters, 1985; Bouffler, 1988}. Tl'i.e Ministry of Education 
no longer recoI1D11ends the use of the series but has not withdrawn 
the books from the publications list because of the continuing 
demand for them by schools. This appears to be evidence of the 
ministry's desire not to impose a policy on schools and counters 
an opposite claim made by teachers in Chapter Six.) 
Within the secondary school system the Unit Cµrricul\.UD. in English 
indicates that spelling is one of the process objectives to be 
oonsidered when assessments are made. This curriculmn was developed 
from reconnnendations in the 1984 Report of the CQmmi.ttee of Inquiry 
into Ed,ucation in Western Australia that students should be able 
"to write standard English sentences with correct • • • word choice 
and spelling" (p. 125). 
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nte fact that spelling should be asses~ed in the context of written 
work has also been recognised by education authorities overseas. 
In England, for exan,ple, the National CUrricµlum in English requires 
that children should "spell correctly, in the course of their 
own writing, words which display . . • patterns in English spelling" 
(p. 17). '!he patterns are identified as including simple ronosyllabic 
words (see, car, Imm), common letter strings (::.i.ng, -ion, =ml§.) 
and words using prefixes and suffixes. 
These definitions of spelling competence mean that teachers must 
make decisions about the spelling ~bilities of students based 
on a thorough knowledge of their work and on the patterns of 
English spelling. This would enable the teachers also to identify 
students who sought to disguise poor spelling by writing very 
little, using simpler words th-an would be expected of their age 
group and/or repeating those words that they felt confident to 
spell (Moseley, 1988). 
SUch a procedure, however, might not help teachers identify students' 
specific spelling problemsa For this, they would need either 
to analyse the written work in detail, which requires specialised 
training, or access to diagnostic tests, many of which are only 
available to qualified psychologists~ 
standardised testsa 
A comment about standardised tests needs to be madea There are 
many available, either as stand alone spelling tests or as sub-
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sets of general achievement tests. However, they are expensive 
to buy and the majority of the stand alone spelling tests were 
considered to be unsatisfactory by reviewers in the Ninth Mental 
Measurement Yeartx:Jok (be9ause information relating to reliability 
and validity was not readily available). Two tests that were 
considered to be satisfactory are available in Australia but 
they would not be ·appropriate to use with high school students 
for the following reasons. 
1. Proof Reading Test of Spelling (ages 8-13 years}. 
The reviewers commented that this New Zealand test 
used some culture specific words that might not be 
known outside that country. · 
2. AYstralian council for Educational Research (ACER) 
Spelling: Test. This test is only for children in years 
3-6. 
The original question "What is poor spelling?" has not really 
been answered. The researchers reviewed generally selected their 
sample students by using either the spelling sub-sets of achievement 
tests or tests that they had designed. '!he group nonitoring standards 
in Western Australian schools set as its standard the ability 
to "spell words from a wide vocabulary: make close approximations, 
msed a, krx:lwlenge of El:glish spe].lirq pattems, i.mnever n:n-oonva:rt:icnal 
spelling is used, e.g., maintainance for maintenance" (Beochmarks 
for English, Year 10, p. J). 
From all of the information available it appears that teachers 
are expected to have a very good understanding and knowledge of 
the English spelling system. They also need to have a detailed 
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knowledge of each child's work if they are to make acx:urate decisions 
about spelling skills. 
Research Finding~ 
Since the late 1970s researchers have been working with various 
groups of people in an attempt to identify the differences between 
good and poor spellers. Many differences have been discovered 
but this has hot made it possible to identify clearly the skills, 
attributes and conditions that need to be present to ensure spelling 
s,rx,ess. l'llat has been str,,,n is that "learning to spell is a lllllti~, 
multi-motor process" (Hanna, Hodges & Hanna, 1971, p. 103). 
Some researchers (Perin, 1983; Rohl & Tumner, 1985) worked with 
three groups of spellers in an attempt to identify the differences 
between them. The groups were: 
good readers - good spellers, 
good readers - poor spellers (mixed spellers) 
poor readers - poor spellers. 
Most attention was directed towards the mixed spellers because 
this was the group whose spelling problems were most difficult 
to understand. Perin worked with 14-15 year-o~d students who 
were assigned to the appropriate group on the results of reading 
and spelling tests. Each subject was required to undertake a 
number of tasks that involved creating spoonerisms from the 
names of pop stars and judging the number of phonemes in orally 
presented real and nonsense words. Both groups of poor spellers 
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made non-phonemic errors in the spoonerism task and also had 
difficulty in segmenting the words correctly. Similarly both 
groups of poor spellers had difficulty in correctly counting 
the p~onemes in words •. From this work the researchers concluded 
that different skills are required for reading and spelling 
and that success in one area will not lead automatically to 
success in the other. 
The importance of reading. 
Peters (1985) put forward a number of reasons to explain the 
special problems of mixed spellers including (p. 37): 
1. In reading, wor,ds can be treated as a whole with 
meaning being established from the context. 
2. Good readers do not haV,·· to look at every word, 
they allow the eye to run ahead and use guesses and 
approximations to fill in the resulting spaces. 
Peters then repeated a suggestion of Ahlstrom's (p. 37) that 
one way to help mixed spellers was to require them to read out 
loud as this would focus their attention on the structure of 
each word. 
More generally, reading also expands linguistic skills and helps 
with understanding the meaning of words. This Can be valuable 
because an individual tends to mis-spell words if the meaning 
is not known (Mangieri & Scott-Baldwin, 1979), although this 
is a problem more likely to affect the poor reader-poor speller 
than the mixed speller who presumably does know the meanings 
of some of the words that cannot be spelt. 
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The importance of writing. 
It is usual to consider the effect that poor spelling has on 
writing; but it is als~ useful to reverse the thinking pattern 
and think of writing itself as a tool to be used to develop spelling 
skills. When this is done there are two factors to consider. 
One is the actual mechanics of writing and the other is the context 
and content of written work. 
Peters (1985) claimed that children who had untidy handwriting 
with poorly fonned letters were likely to have spelling difficulties. 
She maintained that children who wrote quickly with well formed 
letters, generally spelt correctly, while slow untidy writers 
were uncertain about both letter fonnation and sequence (p. 21}. 
As well, poor spellers can use untidy work, that is difficult 
to read, as a disguise for an uncertain spelling. Peters suggested 
that the best way to learn to spell a word was by writing it 
out; a suggestion that is a development of the hand kinesthetic 
method advocated by Fernald (1943). In this technique children 
finger trace over the hand written version of the word. 
Recent computer developments and the availability of word processors 
have been found to be beneficial to poor speller~ (Earle, 1985; 
Elkins, 1986; Hasselbring, 1982) possibly because the mis-spelling 
is more apparent and easier to match with the correct fonn when 
the effects of poor handwriting are removed. It is also possible 
that the mode of presentation of words on the screen makes for 
easier word fixations on the part of the reader (Earle, 1985). 
'. 
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Many investigators working to improve the skills of poor spellers 
stressed the importance of encouraging them to write as part 
of a controlled spelling programme (Barr, 1987; Bouffler & Bean, 
1988; COggan & Foster, 1985). Barr, in her work with a twelve-year 
old boy, found that over the period of a remedial spelling programme 
his written work showed a greater level of spelling improvement 
than would have been expected by his progress through the spelling 
scheme. (The words the boy needed to learn were organised into 
four levels of difficulty; after seven months he included the 
most difficult level four words in written work while still working 
oo level three of the progratooe.) It was suggested that the inprovanent 
was the result of increasing confidence from being able to use 
new spellings in a useful way in written work. 
Visualisation. 
'Ihe ability to see the spelling of a word in the mind is an important 
skill used when children proof-read work or correct spelling 
mistakes. The value of visualising spellings has been extensively 
investigated and it has been found that good spellers have a 
good visual access to their internal lexicon: that is they can 
see the word in their mind while writing it. Poor spellers tend 
to rely on the sound of the word to provide spelli.ng clues, which 
is often not satisfactory because of the lack of a one-to-one 
phoneme-grapheme relationship. It is also possible for a word 
to be mis-pronounced and thus mis-spelled (Barron, 1980; Harris, 
1985: Peters, 1985; Sloboda, 1980). However, visualisation appears 
to be less important for adult spellers (Fisher, Shankweiler 
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& Liberman, 1985). The researchers postulated that visualisation 
decreases in importance as spellers increase their skills in 
other linguistic areas; for exanple as they gain increasing knowledge 
of morphology and develpp the ability to make generalisations. 
The phoneme-grapheme relationship. 
Two of the skills that have to be acquired before an individual 
can become a good speller are: 
1. The knowledge of which grapheme(s) can represent 
a sound, those that .rre acceptable in F.nglish orthography 
(spelling), and which of the alternatives are correct 
in any particular case (Bouffler, 1985; BrucJc & waters, 
1985; Perin, 1983). 
2. The ability to recognise phonemes in a word (Perin, 
1983; Dill & 'l\lnner, 1988) , an:l cxnvert them into pEitima.lly 
acceptable graphemes (Bruck & Waters, 1985). 
The major difficulty for writers of English is the fact that 
a one-to-one correspondence between sounds and letters does not 
exist. Table 1 provides a few examples of the problems (Fromkin, 
Rodman, Collins & Blair, 1984, p. 56). 
Table 1 
Numerous Graphemes for one Phoneme 
Phoneme 
/k/ 
/f/ 
/u/ 
Grapheme 
skin, stick, critique, ochre, exceed, 
asking, critic 
fat, philosophy, coffee, cough 
boot, who, sewer, through, to, too, 
two, move, 
It is in the area of phoneme recognition and representation that 
poor spellers are found to have the most problems. Bruck & Waters 
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(1988) found that "regardless of age or reading ability, poor 
and mixed spellers have difficulty in converting sounds into 
positionally appropriate graphemes" (p. 77). This finding supported 
Perin (1983) who reported "irrespective of reading ability, poor 
spellers are unable to deal efficiently with phonemes" (p. 137). 
Jann (1981) also found that mixed spellers have difficulty in 
selecting the correct grapheme when several are possible. Research 
has not shown why mixea·spellers who experience problems with 
the phoneme-grapheme relationship do so. However, both Shaughnessy 
(1977) and Sterling {1
0
983) have shown that pronunciation that 
differed greatly from the '.~tandard (as is the case with a strong 
dialect) was likely to cause initial spelling difficulty. This 
was because children would not be converting their phonemes into 
graphemes. They would need to learn standard pronunciation before 
the relationship between the spelling and the word could be seen. 
Linguistic skills-
The term 11 linguistic skills11 covers a range of abilities that 
have a bearing on spelling performance and includes such factors 
as knowing word meanings and understanding how to use words in 
context. These skills are developed when children use words in 
their spoken or written forms and when they read them. It is 
also important for them to understand the derivations of words 
and their relationship with each other. This leads to a knowledge 
of the morphology of words. 
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Morphograpbic knowledge. 
Sterling & Rushby (1985/86) tested twelve-year-olds with nonsense 
words to see if they could spell a derived word after they had 
heard its root. They also tested to see if the children could 
make up an acceptable derivation when they were given the root 
word and the context. The researchers regarded the ability to 
UI'Klertake 00th of these exercises successfully as providing evidence 
of a child's ability to use·morphemic spelling. 
The signific?nce of morphol~ led to a morphographic spelling 
programme (reviewed by Robinson & Hesse, 1981) that was found 
to be particularly successful for poor and mixed spellers. 
The value of learning the rules of spelling. 
It is often claimed that poor spellers need to be taught the 
rules of spelling to enable them to spell better. However, Hanna 
et al. (1971) reported an experiment (Project 1991) in which 
a computer was able to spell correctly only 49.8% of 17000 words 
(8483 words) even though its program included over two hundred 
rules of spelling (p. 94-98). They indicated that the problem 
with teaching spelling rules was the number of ~xceptions that 
also need to be taught if the rules are not to cause frustration 
and confusion for weak spellers. 
Schoenheimer (1967) made the same point when he indicated that 
weaker or non-visual spellers would gain benefit from learning 
twelve generalisatiros (rules) that had a l:iJnited rnmiJer of exceptioos, 
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as long as they also learnt the exceptions. Beyond this group 
of generalisations, the 1,10rcling beoores so cooplex, and the exceptions 
so rnnnerous, that they are of questionable value for pc:x,r spellers. 
Factors that do not appear to influence spelling. 
Before concluding this overview it is necessary to mention briefly 
some factors that have been shown to have no effect on spelling. 
When Peters (a leading researoher in the field of spelling) undertook 
the literature review for her.thesis (1970) ~he was unable to 
find any evidence to support the belief that left-handedness, 
poor vision or impaired hearing adversely affected spelling. 
Researchers since 1970 do not appear to have considered these 
issues any further. 
snuary 
The research indicates that there may be a number of factors 
that cause spelling difficulty. Table 2 on page 24 lists the 
factors. Research question 3 "What do teachers consider to be 
the causes of poor spelling?" will be asked to ascertain whether 
teachers have an understanding of the various factors that can 
give rise to spelling difficulty. TIie depth of a teacher's knowledge 
about the causes of poor spelling will influence the method used 
to help the student overcome the problem and for this reason 
research question 6 ''lillat methods do teachers use to assist students 
with spelling difficulty?" will be asked. 
.• 
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Table 2 
Factors Influencing Spelling 
Reading 
Writing 
Ability to visualise words (picture 
the form of the word in the mind) 
Phonemic awareness (identify 
different sounds occurring in words) 
Knowledge of graphemes (letters 
used to represent sounds) 
Linguistic skills (knowledge 
of meanings and word usage) 
Knowledge of morphemes 
The literature did not generally attempt to quantify the number 
of individuals who experience spelling problems. Research Question 
2 "what percentage of students •.• are identified as having a 
.•• spelling problem?" will be asked to check of the findings 
published in the report F,g~tional standards in Western Australian 
Government Schools. 1990. 
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Chapter Three - Description of Research Method 
Research Design 
Methodology. 
The methodology selected to address the research questions was 
based upon a bounded case study approach which utilised. a number 
of 4ata collection strategies. The majority of the data were 
collected in group and individual interviews. 
Tlle study was designed to obtain basic information about methods 
used by teachers in Western Australian high schools to develop 
spelling skills. Because there are no similar studies that could 
be consulted to provide a base-line, the use of an established 
valid am reliable questionnaire was preclu:lecl. 'lherefore a nethodology 
involving the use of interviews was selected because interviews 
11can produce in-depth data not possible with a questionnaire" 
am are ''nrnt appcoptiate for asking questions which cannot effectively 
be structured into a multiple-choice format" (Gay, 1990, p.202). 
Interviews have other advantages over questionnaires, one of 
which relates to the difficulty often experienced in obtaining 
a satisfactory return rate for questionnaires. To be able to 
comment on the teaching practices and attitudes towards spelling 
of approximately fifty individuals, as this study does, it would 
have been necessary to send out two hundred questionnaires 
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(assuming a twenty-five per cent response rate, which could not 
be guaranteed). This would have required the co-operation of 
the Ministry of F.ducation in identifying in excess of two hundred 
teachers (the sanple and a group far pilot testirg of the cpasticmai,:e) • 
A literature search was undertaken to discover whether personal 
interviews were considered to be more valid than structured group 
interviews. In the absence of any literature on the subject the 
interviews with teachers were conducted in a structured group 
situation. This method was selected to encourage teachers to 
feel ~ecure and therefore more willing to comment honestly on 
their teaching methods, attitudes towards spelling and the policie.~ 
and practices of other sections of the education system. 
All other staff were interviewed on an individual basis. 
Data COllection 
Interviews. 
Six groups of teachers (three from English departments and three 
from social studies) and a nmnber of other professional educators 
were interviewed and asked to respond to questions based upon 
the research questions. Table 3, on page 22, provides details 
of the sixty-one people interviewed and shows the range of classroom 
experience for the teachers currently teaching in the various 
English and social studies departments. 
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Table 3 
Details of Professional staff Interviewed 
English Teachers 23 
Social studies Teachers 23 
School Principals 3 
Deputy Principals 2 
District Education Officers 3 
English co-ordinators 1 
School Development Officers - Language 2 
Ministry of Education Consultants 2 
Representative from SPELD 1 
Representative from the SEA 1 
Classroom teaching experience: 2 to 17 years 
Written materia~. 
Although the major data collection was undertaken in the interviews 
additional information was obtained by collecting and analysing 
samples of relevant written material (both policy docume~ts and 
teaching material) and by observing samples of students' work. 
Table 4 lists the different materials and their sources. 
Table 4 
Source of Materials Analysed 
Material 
Publications 
Unit Curriculum 
support material 
School policies 
District Office 
support material 
Useful teaching aids 
Samples of work 
(for observation) 
SEA curriculum documents 
.....•. ,. ,··· . ·.· .... ,,.y . .. . .• -· .• , -- ., ... -~. ... .. ..•. - ... ,. -· - . 
Source 
Ministry of Education 
Ministry ~onsultants 
Heads of English 
English Co-ordinators 
Teachers 
Teachers 
Secondary Education 
Authority 
i"'· 
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Relationship Between Data Collected and Research Questions 
Table 5 shows the way in which the data were used to answer the 
research questions. 
Table 5 
pata Used to Answer Each Research Question 
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Chronology of the Research 
'!be research programme was designed. to ensure that the questions 
asked in the group interviews obtained as much useful information 
as possible. Thus the following chronology was followed: 
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1. Literature research to identify the causes of poor 
spelling and the criteria that could be used to evaluate 
spelling was undertaken. The research questions were 
framed at this ti.me. 
2. Preliminary discussions with staff in the Ministry 
of Etlucatian to establish a tackgrourd far Western Australia, 
to identify useful pUblications and obtain information 
about existing standards and testing programmes. 
3. Identification of three S?fflple schools (~epresenting 
5% of high schools in the Perth metropolitan area). 
4. Development of group interview schedule based on 
the research questions. The schedule was discussed. with 
University staff skilled in the research field. It was 
then sent to the Ministry of Education as part of their 
approval process. 
5. District Office staff interviewed for each school 
in the sample to establish the level and type of support 
services -vailable. 
6. Prircipals and dep.rt:y principals of the schools questione:l 
about the school's spelling policies. They were also 
asked to identify any groups within the school with 
special language problems. 
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7. Group interviews conducted. SChcol based policy and 
support material collected. Samples of material used 
DJ individual teachers also collectm. Samples of students' 
work observed. 
8. Subject consultants at the Ministry of Education 
interviewed to follow-up issues raised during group 
interviews. 
9. Additional Information obtained from representatives 
of SPELD and the SEA. 
Appendix 1 contains copies of the various interview schedules 
used to obtain information. 
Research Process 
Group interviews. 
Teachers do not often discuss spelling and it was felt that some 
of the teachers in the sample might have difficulty in articulating 
the.criteria they used to assess a student's spelling skills. 
For.this reason it was planned to conunence the interview session 
with an exercise requiring all teachers to assess t~e spelling 
skills of students in a class of their choosing. Teachers were 
asked to consider all the students on the roll and indicate if 
tlley had no spelling problems, m:,derate problems or severe problems. 
As part of the exercise the teachers first had to decide how 
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they would differentiate moderate and severe problems. Teachers 
were also asked to use the infonnation that they had just obtained 
to calculate the percentage of students in the class who had 
spelling problems. The i.nfonnation could then be used as a basis 
for answering research questions 1 and 2. 
Schools were advised that the ideal group size would be six teachers 
from the same discipline. Teachers were to be interviewed in 
separate groups so that any difference in approach to spelling 
between English and social studies teachers would become apparent 
from their answers. A group size of six would allow each memJ?er 
time to answer the questions and express opinions, while at the 
same time the group w.ould be small enough to be manageable. 
Interviews were held in periods set aside for regular departmental 
meetings and lasted for a maximum of forty minutes each. All 
interviews were tape recorded and later fully transcribed. 
Individual interviews. 
Individual interviews were not tape recorded. Questions were 
designed beforehand and notes were made during the interview. 
Each interview was written up immediately afterwards .. ~e cxmsultants 
at the Ministry of Education were contacted twice; initially 
to obtain information about services, materials, policy, and 
testing and later to verify information given by teachers during 
the interviews. 
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Written material. 
All written material was exan,:ned to identify any p:,licies contained 
within it and the underlying theoretical base. 
The rep:>rt Educational Standards in Western Australian Ggverrnnent 
Schools. 1990 was particularly useful because it stated the criteria 
used to assess students' work and the percentage of students 
who failed to meet the criteria. This provided a base line to 
be considered in the interviews. 
Selection Qf the Sample 
It was felt that some teachers might feel threatened by the topic 
and and so the schools in the study were not randomly selected. 
They were invited to participate because it was known that at 
least some of the staff in the English department were interested 
in the development of language skills. 
The schools (referred to as A, B, & C) were located in three 
different education districts (correspondingly called A, B, & 
C), and varied in size from approximately 600 to 1500 students. 
Infonnation obtained from school principals indiqated that none 
of the schools contained any sizeable groups of students with 
language problems. 
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Data Analysis 
Interviews. 
When the transcripts of all of the interviews were available 
they were individually analysed. Information relating to each 
research question was extracted and tabulated. Much of the data 
obtained was common to all groups; where one or two teachers 
provided different information a particular note was made of 
the fact. 
Infonnation was extracted from the transcripts and cross referenced 
with material obtained from a consultant, the SEA or SPELD. 
A special note was made of data that did not relate directly 
to the research questioos. 'Ibey were grouped tmler relevant sub-headirgs 
and are recorded in Chapter 9. 
Written material. 
The various assumptions about spelling detailed in Chapter 2 
were listed and used as the basis for analysing the samples of 
written material collected. The assumption under~ying each item 
was then noted. 
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Evaluation of the Research 
With two exceptions the research was undertaken as planned. The 
two instances wllere it was not possible to follow the plan occurred 
in the group interviews. 
First, because of the different sizes of the schools and the 
different numbers of staff employed in the departments concerned 
"it was not possible to maintain the group size at six. The average 
size was seven. This did not cause any major difficulties, pJSsibly 
because the interviewer had extensive experience of working with 
groups and in conducting interviews. 
The second difficulty arose wllen teacllers displayed an unwillingness 
to undertake the group exercise. Many attended the interview 
without bringing the necessary class roll and were reluctant 
to return to classrooms to collect them. They stated that they 
were able to identify the criteria that they used to assess spellng 
without needing to resort to the exercise. In the end the staff 
in only one school (School B) undertook the exercise. When the 
transcription of the interviews for this school was compared 
with those obtained at the schools which did not undertake the 
exercise, there was no discernible difference ~n the results. 
The research results are provided in the next five chapters, 
commencing with data relating to policy issues. 
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Chapter Four - Spelling Policy 
The fourth research question was "What policies exist at ministry, 
district and school level with regard to the teaching of spelling 
in senior high schools?" 
Ministry Policy 
A number of factors.indicated that spelling is awarded a high 
level of illlport:ance at the ministry level. It is one of the components 
of literacy that high schools should be developing across the 
curriculum. It is 'also embedded in the process objectives for 
each English unit and is one of the factors to be considered when 
any assessment is being made, With regard to sooial studies, literacy 
skills were identified as important in the K-10 curriculum documents. 
They remain important under the Unit Curriculum because the K-10 
•. 
documents have not been superseded. 
'lhe Ministry of Education has produced written material that clearly 
indicates that spelling is important in high schools. The In Brief 
Notes, numbers 1 and 2, and the s~elling Journal were written 
specifically for high school teachers, while the Zoom Notes 2 
were originally prodUced for primary school teachers but are available 
for interested secondary teachers. 'lhese documents will be considered 
in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
The monitoring standards in education program report, Educational 
st;andat;!ls in Western Australian Government schools. 1990 reports 
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on the spelling skills of the students who were tested which is 
further evidence that spelling is one of the skills that schools 
and teachers should be trying to develop. 
District Policy 
At district level the policy relating to spelling is harder to 
discern. All of the offices contacted for this study were able 
to offer training courses and support material to their primary 
schools but only one (District A). provided a similar service for 
high scqools. The two o~fices that had no service to offer claimed 
they did not have the resources available. They also stated that 
high schools in the district had never asked for any particular 
support. 
District A had a school development officer who was providing 
support services for both primary and secondary schools. This 
officer was able to provide details of two training courses that 
had been held for teachers in the F.nglish Deparbnents of two secondary 
schools. Unfortunately, the courses could only be offered when 
schools requested assistance, and the teachers in School A were 
not aware that support and training services were available at 
the district office. 
School t,eyel Policy 
From discussions with principals and their deputies it appeared 
that the three schools had students with similar spelling problems 
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but they had different approaches to the teaching of spelling. 
In all three schools, formulation of a literacy policy appears 
to have been left to the English Department and all of the principals 
referred queries about .the school's policy to that department. 
It was interesting to note that the social studies staff in each 
school were unaware of any policy that ma.y have existed. The greatest 
degree of knowledge was displayed by the social studies teacher 
in School C who said 11We have got a literacy policy; I don't know 
what it is but we have got one." 
SChool C actually had a policy of assessing 'l;he spelling proficiency 
of all the Year 8 cohort and placing the students with the most 
serious problems on remedial programmes. English teachers had 
been provided with some in-service training (arranged by the deparbrent 
using a number of private language consultants) to help them understand 
language development and ways to improve spelling skills. Special 
material had also been purchased (games, proof-reading exercises, 
reading material for poor readers). The English teachers in this 
school commented that although there was a literacy programme 
in place, they only received support from staff in the science 
and mathematics departments. 
School A was producing a paper on the developm~nt of literacy 
skills, including spelling and provided a copy of the draft for 
consideration. The paper gave details of a recommended method 
of teaching spelling and was to be distributed to all staff members 
towards the end of 1991. 
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SChool B did not have a stated policy. At one time a policy document, 
relating to literacy across the curriculum, had been prepared 
by all of the staff in the school but it had not been implemented. 
The teachers interviewed ,expressed the opinion that this was because 
it required the provision of additional funds, which the school 
was unable to obtain. 
Teachers' Policies 
Regardless of whether or not the scl'l.ool had a policy about spelling, 
individual teachers quite clearl¥ had their own ideas, beliefs 
and practices. 
seven teachers expressed a strong belief that spelling was important 
and that all teachers should accept a major role in developing 
spelling skills. They believed that teachers should ir;Jicate when 
a spelling was incorrect and that time should be taken to help 
students correct mistakes and learn from them. One social studies 
teacher stated that as far as she was concerned "a badly spelt 
essay could not be regarded as the work of an educated person" . 
. On the other hand, five teachers expressed the opinion that spelling 
was no longer important because one could rely o~ computers with 
spell-checking programs to co~rect mistakes. 
The remaining thirty-four teachers fell sontewhere between the 
extremes. Social studies teachers generally had a policy of teaching 
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and correcting "key" social studies words but were less concerned 
with other "English" words. English staff felt that they should 
be concerned with all words but then disagreed over the degree 
of accuracy that should be required of students. 
Findings About Policy 
From the research it would appear that spelling is considered 
to be important within the education system in Western Australia 
and that generally the policy at the ministry and school levels 
is to promote the development of good spelling skills amongst 
high school students. 
District office policy is harder to define because only one of 
the three offices involved in the research was also involved with 
spelling in high schools. 
Forty=one teachers considered that spelling was an important skill 
to be developed in students. Only five teachers expressed the 
opposite view. 
-·· . ~,,, .·-. _,,,_,·-~·~-·-·· ·---- .- --. ··---·<". ··-··· . __ .,,, .. 
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Chapter Five - Materials Available for Use by Teachers 
It is difficult for teachers to try to develop spelling skills 
in the atsence of resource material. In this cbapter the availability 
of support material will be considered and an answer to the research 
question "What materials do teachers find most useful?" will 
be given. 
Ministry Produced 
The research indicated that although the volwne of material produced 
by the Ministry of Education is small, the material itself is 
well founded on recent research, is well presented and is easy 
to read. When the consultant for English was asked about the 
availability of support material, the Spelling Journal was the 
first item mentioned. 
Spelling Journal. 
The journal is specifically aimed at secondary students. Its 
use is explained in the publication In Brief 2. The idea is that 
each student is provided with a journal which is carried from 
class to class and is used to record any word, subject specific 
or otherwise, that needs to be learned. 
The journal has been designed to make use of a range of strategies. 
There is space for students to note the words that they have 
difficulty with and hints for remembering words. The booklet 
also provides an opportunity for students to focus on such topics 
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as prefixes, suffixes, homophones, homographs and Latin and Greek 
derivations. 
unfortunately, the majority of English teachers were highly critical 
of the Spelling Journal. A few had tried to use it but had found 
that students did not like it and refused to carry it around. 
Apparently the students felt that it was too big and designed 
for primary school children. One teacher commented that it was 
"grade three, you have one of those and you are a failure and 
these kids are not going to do it". Other teachers were less 
critical but felt that a journal could only work if all staff 
were required to use it. 
other material. 
The ministry has produced three other documents which provide 
a theoretical framework for teaching spelling. In Brief 1 looks 
generally at spelling and different ways of developing the skill. 
It states that it is based on the premise: 
Spelling represents meaning. There are predictable 
patterns within """1:ls. An urder:standlng of the relatiooship 
between sound and symbols can help in the development 
of students' ability. 
It recommends the "Look, cover, write, check" method of learning 
wordl3 and reminds teachers that "words that look alike tend to 
mean alike" and ''l«>rds with different meanings tend to look different, 
even if they sound alike". It also recommends writing· doWn words 
to see if the spelling looks correct and stresses the importance 
of both reading and writing, even recommending reading out loud 
/ 
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to focus attention on word syllabification. In Brief 2 explains 
how to use the Spelling Journal. The notes do not recommend any 
one method of teaching spelling ar,d so it should be possible 
for teachers to select, the method that suits the needs of an 
individual student. 
The other publication, zoom Notes 2, was originally written for 
primary school teachers wt is now being made available to secondary 
·school staff. The notes provide a brief outline of some of the 
spelling theories, describe six principles to be followed when 
spelling is being taught, tabJlate useful informatioo atout grarJx>-1:h:rric 
relationships and conclUde with an overview of spelling developnent. 
When teachers were asked if they were aware of the existence 
of any of the material produced by the ministry it soon became 
apparent that although English teachers had seen it, the social 
studies teachers had not. 
school Produced Material 
'!here was little school produced material available for oonsideration. 
School B had a short document explaining how the English units 
were to be assessed but it did not make specific.mention of the 
process objectives and how they should be taught or assessed. 
Mention was made of School A's literacy policy in chapter four. 
The document was to provide advice on how to develop various 
literacy skills, inclUding spelling, and should prove to be useful. 
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The draft of the p::>licy statement recommended a methcxi of teaching 
spelling that involves writing the word out, breaking it into 
syllables, discovering mnemonics to help remember it, tracing 
over the word and rep~tition. 
Material Provided by Teachers 
Only one teacher had any material that had been found to be useful. 
It was a sheet headed 11Spelling mistakes that I will never, ever 
make again" and was illustrated with a drawing of the devil. 
The teacher used it as a personal spelling list. 
Games Used to Develop Spelling Skills 
Teachers in School Chad a selection of commercially produced 
spelling games available for use and indicated that the games 
were useful for some of the poorer spellers. Samples could not 
be made available for consideration by the researcher and so 
no conclusions as to their validity or theoretical base can be 
drawn. 
Findings About Material Used by Teachers 
From the results given above it would appear that there is a 
limited amount of material available to assist teachers to develop 
spelling skills. The material that was investigated was well 
founded on current research and would be useful for teachers. 
However, very few teachers have seen it, and even fewer use it. 
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The fact that only one teacher was able to provide a copy of 
commercially produced material that she had found to be of use 
in the classroom would appear to indicate that, apart from School 
C's games, teachers are l)Ot generally aware of, and are not using, 
commercial material to develop spelling skills. 
From this work it has not been possible to give an answer to 
the research question, 11What materials do teachers find most 
useful?" as few materials are being used. 
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Chapter Six - Teachers' Perceptions of Spelling Skills 
and the Criteria Used to Assess Them 
What Percentage of Students Are Identified as Having a Spelling 
Problem? 
This was the second research question and was to have been answered 
using information obtained during the introductory exercise. 
As was explained in the methcxlology chapter, only the nine teachers 
in School B undertook the exercise. Their results are given in 
Table 6. It will be seen tr1t their assessments of the extent 
of p~oblems varied enormously. This is because the teachers were 
assessing different classes, using different criteria. 
Table 6 
Teachers' Assessments of Spelling Problems 
No. in Class Moderate Severe Percentage 
Class Year 
-
Problem Problem with problem 
19 9 4 1 26 
12 10 7 5 100 
22 12 4 2 27 
28 8 12 3 53 
15 11 8 4 80 
28 9 4 2 21 
25 9 7 6 52 
2'4 9 18 4 91 
23 - 4 12 69 
The result at School C, where all of the 1991 Year 8 students 
had been tested with a standardised test was that 17% of the 
students had a problem. 
This should be compared with the figures given by the school 
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development officer in District h who claimed that between 20% 
and 30% of all secondary students had a problem. These figures 
were based on experience and some testing. 
It was not possible to find anyone who participated in the survey 
who agreed with the findings of the report Educational Standards 
in Western Australian Government Schools.1990. That rep:,rt indicated 
that only 11% of Year 10 students did not meet the standard. 
Three teachers who were prepared to comment on the report felt 
that the standard (set at Level 4) had been too low. One English 
teacher in School B felt that it should have been set at Level 
5 while an English teacher in School A was of the opinion that 
it was inappropriate to set a standard and imply that if students 
met it, they could spell. 
Twelve of the English teachers stated that spelling was an ongoing 
process, the ultimate test of which was whether students could 
reliably spell the words they used. This belief is supported 
by the work of Davis, (1987). It will be seen however that this 
belief was not always evident in the teaching practice of these 
teachers. 
Findings About the Percentage of Student§ Ident~fied as Having 
a Spelling Problem 
There is very little scientific evidence available to indicate 
how many students actually have a spelling problem. Data provided 
by the ministry are disputed by three teachers and not accepted 
by many others. When teachers use their own criteria to assess 
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the percentage of students with spelling problems the results 
are so varied that they cannot be used for comparative purposes. 
The best answer to this particular research question is that 
between 11% and 20% of all high school students appear to have 
a spelling problem. 
What Criteria Do Teachers Use to N?§ffiS students' Spelling Skills? 
Given the fact that teachers were generally assessing spelling 
skills on an individual basis (that is, schools did not have 
instructions as to how spell,ing should be assessed) there was 
a high level of correlation in the criteria used by the staff 
interviewed. In the group interview situation it was not possible 
to say exactly how many teachers used each of the criteria. comments 
like 11 I agree" or 11 I find that too11 , along with smiles, nodding 
of heads and other non-verbal signs of agreement have been used 
as the basis for asserting that "many" or "the majority11 of teachers 
held a certain view or followed a course of action. Where there 
was strong disagreement, or where only one or two teachers expressed 
a specific opinion, the numbers will be stated. There was no 
discernible difference in the criteria adopted by staff in the 
three schools or between English and social studies staff and 
so the followi.rg lists canbine the responses of all ~f intetviewed. 
Severe problems .. 
Teachers gave this classification to students who generally: 
1. Had many errors on a page (more than five or six 
errors). 
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2. Had difficulty in spelling high frequency simple 
words such as which, where, there or common words like 
bathroom. 
3. Tended to mis-spell the same word in different ways 
on the same page or in the same piece of work. 
4 . Produced a spelling that appeared to have no relationship 
to the sound of the word. 
5. Had the correct letters but written in the wrong 
order. 
6. Produced a secood oopy of a draft with the sarre mistakes 
as the original or with incorrect spellings for words 
that were originally correctly spelt. 
7. Had no word attack skills that could be used to try 
to work out how to spell a new word. 
s. were confused by humophones. (Three teachers used 
this as a basis for classifying the problem as moderate.) 
9. Had difficulty in using a dictionary. 
:Moderate problems-
Teachers awarded this classification to students who generally: 
1. Made mistakes with homophones. (Three teachers.) 
2. Appeared to make many mistakes, but the mistakes 
could be sh""'1 to result from a small number of underlying 
problems. For example, not understanding the use of 
suffixes such as -ed. 
3. Knew that the word was written incorrectly b.lt r~fused 
to use R dictionary because they did not regard spelling 
as iml:,Jortant. 
4. Needed to be taught how to spell new key words as 
opposed to learning how to spell them from reading. 
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5. Spelt the word correctly in one place and incorrectly 
in another. 
6. Had difficulty self-correcting an incorrect word. 
Findings Relating to the Criteria Used by Teachers to Assess 
Spelling Skills 
This was the first research question asked. The criteria needed 
to be established because they influence how teachers assess 
spelling, the numbers of students considered to be poor spellers 
and the methods used to remedy problems. 
All of the teachers were using performance indicators to assess 
spelling, that is they looked at written work produced rather 
than at how students performed in a specific spelling test. For 
all of the teachers interviewed a spelling was either right or 
wrong. They were not prepared to give a student credit for a 
half-right word al though they would use such a word to help diagnose 
a problem. 
causes of Poor Spelling 
During discussions relating to the third research question "What 
do teachers consider to be the causes of poor spelling?" teachers 
put forward numerous reasons for the poor spelling skills of 
some students. As with the criteria listed above there was a 
high correlation apparent between the schools and between the 
two disciplines. As before, the reasons have been listed in a 
consolidated form and the same criteria were used to establish 
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11most teachers" or "the majority". Where a specific teacher or 
group of teachers expressed a contrary opinion the actual number 
is given. Teachers identified the following nineteen causes of 
pcx>r spelling and gave them as the reasons for students experiencing 
problems in high school. 
1. Primary schools are not devoting enough time and effort to 
the teaching of spelling. This idea was expressed in a number 
of ways including: 
a) They do not teach lists of words any more. 
b) They do not teach the spelling demons any more. 
c) They do not have enough resources available.to provide 
special help for the children who are exhibiting spelling 
problems. 
2. As a counter to the point above, an English teacher in School 
C who had begun his career as a primary school teacher connnented 
that in his primary schools spelling had been taught every day. 
In secondary schools, however, spelling was not regularly taught 
and so weaker students, with poorly developed spelling strategies, 
eventually forgot them and became increasingly poor spellers. 
3. Children do not read enough to be able to recognise the correct 
spelling of words; they spend too much time watching television 
and videos. The result is that they do not see words often enough 
to be able to visualise them when they have to write them. (This 
is an indication that teachers are aware of the power of visualisation 
even if they are not familiar with the work of researchers such 
as Barron, {1980}, Harris, {1985}, Peters {1985) and Slaboda, 
{1980).) 
4. The bad spelling used by advertisers (!mk....for pack) received 
a lot of criticism, as did the unusual spelling 9f some product 
names such as weetbix. Many teachers oomnert:ed that it was unreasonable 
to expect children to spell words properly when they only saw 
the urnrrect spellirg on the televisic::n. (cn:::e again an a.ckncMledgenert 
of the importance of visualisation.) 
5. Many poor spellers cannot read adequately and so cannot be 
expected to spell properly. (An intuitive recognition of the 
poor speller-poor reader relationship.) 
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6. Many children are reluctant to write and so their spelling 
doesn't have much of a chance to develop. (A· belief that is supported 
by the work of Barr, {1987) and Peters, {1985).) 
7. The organisation of the Unit Curriculum does not help teachers 
who want to work to improve spelling. There were a number of 
different ways in which this idea was expressed: 
a)The need to teach units in ten week slots, with eight 
to ten assessments required for each student leaves 
no time for anything other than unit content (and spelling 
is part of the corrp,sing process, not part of the content) • 
b)Children change every ten weeks and there is barely 
time to get to know their strengths and weaknesses, 
let alone try to deal with any problems. 
c)Before the introduction of the Unit curriculum it 
was possible to spen1 tima on spelling and testing spellings. 
That is no longer possible because spelling does not 
fom the basis of any of the required assessments. (The 
subject consultants disagreed with this; they maintained 
that it was possible for schools to include a spelling 
COinponent in the unit assessments if they so desired.) 
8. All teachers blamed a lack of resources, time, mney and staff. 
There was a feeling that nothing would be done to improve spelling 
because funds were not available. 
9. The above idea was re-iterated by English teachers in School 
A who criticised the Ministry of Education for paying lip service 
to the idea of literacy. As one teacher put it ''to really do 
something about literacy means spending a hell of a lot of time 
and money on training of teachers, parents and students, changing 
attitudes. Better to produce, at finite cost, a glossy little 
brochure called Literacy in the School System and we've done 
what we need to do, it's over to you guys, we've addressed the 
problem." (The subject consultants disagreed with this. They 
stated that as far as the ministry was concerned programmes to 
develop literacy skills were more :ilnportant than ever. '!he consultant 
for English was able to demonstrate this by producing a draft 
outline for a course that was designed to help teachers improve 
skills in the area.) 
10. Eight of the social studies teachers in School c commented 
that the Ministry of Education would prevent their trying to 
do anything innovative that was not in the Unit Curriculum. (The 
consultants, on the other hand, felt that schools had the power 
to decide how they should implement the Unit curriculum. In fact 
School c will be introducing an oral unit next year, an innovation 
that the ministry has not prohibited.) 
'I 
I 
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11. Students came in for much criticism. 
a)1.bey are too lazy to bother to rorrect spelling mistakes, 
even when made aware of them. 
b)They can't be bothered to proof-read drafts. 
c)They do not see· spelling as being important. 
d)They do not spend enough time or effort on essays. 
e)They do not pronounce the words correctly and so cannot 
be expected to spell them properly. (This is one of 
the problems that School C's oral unit will address.) 
12. Previous teaching practices, where content and creativity 
were seen as being of more importance than spelling, were blamed 
for producing parents and teachers who could not spell themselves 
and who did not see the mistakes made by students. 
13. Seven of the English teachers in School C were critical of 
requirements to keep student book purchases below a certain price 
level. 'Ibey rommented that this had resUlted in students purchasing 
a very mediocre dictionary that did not really meet all needs. 
14. Lack of foreign language teaching was criticised by four 
teachers. They felt that when students had regularly studied 
another language they had had a better understanding of how their 
own operated. The staff concerned then clarified this point. 
It was a lack of European language teaching, including Latin 
and Greek, that was being lamented. They felt that a study of 
Japanese probably would not help develop spelling skills. (Although 
many good spellers attribute their skill to the fact that they 
learnt Latin there does not appear to be any research to support 
the claim. However, it would be valuable for students to learn 
Latin and Greek roots, which would be a study of derivational 
morphology.) 
15. Many English teachers were critical that formal study of 
the English language does not form a part of the units in the 
Unit curriculum. They felt that there was value in teaching about 
word roots, suffixes, derivations and other facets of words. 
(The consultant agreed that the Unit Curriculum documents were 
not helpful on this point and had contributed to this erroneous 
belief.) 
16. Some students were seen as having a special problem (for 
example, dyslexia) whieh could be blamed for their difficulties. 
(In discussion staff also identified students with other problems 
that possibly placed them in the "mixed speller" category but 
did not appear to appreciate that these students could have specific 
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problems requiring help. For example, a Year 10 girl in School 
B who was a good reader but seemed unable to visualise a word 
and spell it correctly, and a Year 9 boy in School C who "wouldn't 
or couldn't" learn to spell simple words despite special efforts 
being made by the teacher concerned.) 
17. Parents were criticised for not attaching enough importance 
to reading and the language skills generally. It was pointed 
out that if a student had problems with mathematics then parents 
would often obtain private tutoring. A student with similar language 
problems would be unlikely to be given any tutoring. 
18. lack of standards within a school or deparbnent were criticised 
by many. It was felt that as long as staff did not have a uniform 
and a~ approach to treat spelling seriously then the students 
would continue to ignore the efforts of those who tried to persuade 
them that it was important. 
19. Two ~ocial studies teachers criticised the Secondary Education 
Authority for not taking spelling into account when marking the 
Tertiary Entrance Examinations. They felt that this gave a signal 
to students that spelling was not important and did not matter. 
(The authority was asked to respond to this criticism. The spokesman 
agreed that poor spelling would not be taken into account when 
examination answers were marked. He indicated that this was because 
the authority regarded such answers as being in the same category 
as a first draft. In a first draft the ideas are important, not 
the style, spelling or grammar. The spokesman, however, disagreed 
with the assumption that spelling could not be considered when 
school-based assessments were awarded. The curriculum documents 
for social studies state that courses "should be developed in 
acrordance with ••• the need for all individuals to master literacy 
and nwnber skills" (p. 6}. Teachers should regard this as a clear 
indication that spelling does matter.) 
Findings Relating to the causes of Poor spelling 
There is a danger that the nineteen reasons fo~ poor spelling 
could be dismissed as uninformed comment and belief. This is 
not the case. The fact that teachers were able to produce so 
many reasons for poor spelling shows that it is a very complex 
problem that does not have an easy solution. While some of the 
'i'\ 
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comments may be mis-informed, for example that spelling is not 
taught in primary schools, others are valid and are supported 
to a greater or lesser extent by the research available. The 
findings reinforce the idea gained in the literature search that 
teachers need to have a number of different methods available 
to assist different students. 
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Chapter Seven - Strategies for Dealing 
with Poor Spelling 
lJe Teachers Trained to Develop Spelling Skills? 
All of the teachers interviewed were asked if they had had any 
training to equip them to teach spelling or if they knew anything 
about spelling theory. 
Two of the English te.::;.chers had originally been trained as primary 
school teachers and had therefore done "something" about spelling 
in their basic t~aining. Two oth~r staff members, one in English, 
one in social studies had studied a unit in remedial reading 
as part of their basic training and this had included some work 
on spelling. Finally, two of the reading resource teachers had 
participated in a few in-service courses. The remaining forty 
teachers claimed to have had no training to assist them to teach 
spelling and admitted to relying on the memory of things that 
had been done to them at school. It should however be noted that 
School Chad arranged for the teachers in its English Department 
to undertake a little, privately arranged, in-service training. 
Methods Used by Teachers to Develop Spelling Skills 
Although both English and social studies teachers claimed to 
have had no training to equip them to teach spelling many were 
using methods that are supported by recent research findings. 
There were differences in the approach of the two groups but 
no one was using an inappropriate method. As with previous results 
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the methods the teachers used have been listed in a consolidated 
form for each discipline. There was no obvious difference between 
schools. Where there was disagreement, or if only one person 
was using a particular ~ethod that has been noted. Generally, 
nods, smiles and verbal agreement were taken to indicate that 
the teachers present suwc,rt:e:l an:! used the J1ethcxls uooer consideration. 
Methods used by social studies staff. 
1. Circle the word that is incorrect, have students write it 
out three or five times at the end of the work. 
2. Underline the incorrect part of the word. Students to correct 
using a dictionary. 
3. Underline the incorrect word to draw attention to it, write 
the word correctly above, bring it to the student's attention. 
4. Prepare a list of key words for the unit being taught. Hand 
the list out to all students. (Three teachers.) 
5. Teach key words by breaking them into syllables. (One teacher.) 
6. Test the spelling and meaning of key words. 
7. Encourage drafting and proof-reading either individually or 
in pairs. 
8. Arrange for class reading out loud to draw attention to specific 
key words or difficult words. (One teacher.) 
9. Encourage reading as a general activity. 
10. Make a game of spelling key words. (One teacher in School 
B) 
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11. When a number of the students in the class have difficulty 
with the same word, teach it in a class lesson. 
12. Have students produce their own list of personal spelling 
demons for later reference. 
Methods used by English teachers. 
1. underline incottect word; student to correct, using a dictionary. 
(Three or four teachers also required the student to use the 
correctly spelt word in another sentence to reinforce both the 
spelling and the meaning. One teacher asked students to write 
out derivations of the word.) · 
2. Encourage dictionary use generally. Have spot inspections 
to ensure that students have dictionaries in class and.on the 
desk. 
3, Use the "Look, cover, write and check" method to learn the 
spelling of new words. 
4. Teach words that the whole class has trollble with, including 
strategies for remembering the spelling. 
5. Have formal lessons where word roots, suffixes and prefixes 
are taught. 
6, Have regular spelling tests. (Teachers reported that students 
regarded tests as a primary school activity. Half of the teachers 
however saw tests as a way of developing memory skills. This 
was important because they saw spelling primarily as a memory 
skill.) 
7. Analyse spelling errors to identify the underlying problems 
for each student. Then select one problem to work on and only 
mark those errors until corrected. 
8. Analyse spellings of Year 8 students to identify those with 
major problems and devise a remedial programme if necessary. 
(Schoo1·c does this for all students while a teacher in School 
A did so for all students in his classes.) 
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9. Encourage drafting and proof-reading. (School C is using a 
set of conunercially prcxluced proof-reading exercises. Staff report 
that this is more successful than trying to develop proof-reading 
skills on the student's own work.) 
10. Teach word recognition and spelling skills. 
11. Encourage reading so that students have more opportunity 
to see words and visually recall them. 
12. Encourage students to write more, so that they gain confidence 
and are more practised at spelling words. 
13. Teach word strings and letter combinations to those students 
who require the knowledge. 
14. Encourage students to use a computer and a word processing 
package with a good spell-checker. (The teacher in school A using 
this method with a group of low ability Year !Os insisted that 
they had to write the material out first and transcribe it onto 
the computer afterwards. He reported that many of them were able 
to pick the correct spelling from the list presented to them 
by the spell-checker. He also found that the quality and quantity 
of their written work increased with their increasing confidence. 
This supports the work of Hasselbring, {1982}.) 
15. Use camoercially prod£ed wrd garces such as SgratlJle, Spellmaster, 
and Swoggle. 
16. Teach simple rules to show that spelling is not just random. 
'J.7. School B used its reading resource teacher to reduce class 
sizes generally and to provide an additional teacher in some 
classrooms for some lessons. 
18. The other two schools used the reading resource teacher as 
a resource to help a few children with major problems and to 
give advic.e to staff about others. 
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Findings Relating to the Methods that Teachers Use to Assist 
students with gpellinq Difficulties 
Research question six asked "What methods do teachers use " . . . . , 
the results given in this chapter need to be considered in conjunction 
with the training that teachers have had for the job. 
It is evident from the results that English staff generally have 
access to a wider repertoire of teaching methods than do social 
studies staff. This is possibly because the teaching of spelling 
is regarded by many as being a necessary part of English lessons. 
It could also be partly due to the fact that the literature about 
spelling that has been produced by the Ministry of Education 
has generally been seen by English staff but not social studies 
staff. (See Chapter 5.) 
Five of the six staff who had received specific training in developing 
spelling skills were located in English departments. In addition 
School C provided additional in-service training for its English 
staff. This additional training could provide another reason 
to explain why the responses of English and social studies staff 
to this question were different. 
Programmes Designed to Meet the Needs of High School Students 
With s»el1ing Difficulties 
School C is able to offer remedial assistance to about 5% of 
its poorest spellers. This programme was the only one identified 
' 
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by this research which was designed to assist high school students 
with spelling problems. 
Exten1al to the schools,. SPELD (an organisation set up to assist 
children with Special IeammJ Difficulties) can offer sooe assistance. 
This organisation ·is usually approached by parents of children 
in the upper levels of primary school but has been contacted 
by high school parents and, if necessary, provides a continuing 
service for children moving through high school. A spokesperson 
for SPELD said that the organisation had no diagnostic facilities 
and so parents were required to obtain their own testing (both 
psychological and physical) to show that poor spelling was not 
the result of intellectual or physical impairment. Once that 
had happene:i SPEW could offer tuition, which could be at a sutsidised 
rate for low income parents. 
Findings About the Programmes Available to Assist Students 
For secondary students with spelling problems there are few avenues 
of assistance available. Teachers, parents and students have 
to attempt to deal with spelling difficulties by themselves, 
unless recourse is made to SPELD • 
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Chapter Eight - Teachers' Suggestions for Improving the Way 
Spe11ing is Taught. 
The final research question to be answered is question seven 
which asked "Do teachers have any suggestions about actions that 
need to be taken, or material that needs to be provided, to assist 
them in this area of their work?" rrhe teachers in this survey 
seemed to find this a difficult question to· answer, possibly 
.because spelling education is something that they had been doing 
without giving it a great deal of thought. The following is a 
list of their suggestions together with an indication of the 
source of the suggestion. 
1. The Unit curriculum should be modified so that spelling and 
word study could be taught. (All of the.English teachers.) 
2. The Secondary Education Authority should start to take spelling 
into account when marking examination papers. (Two of the social 
studies teachers.) 
3. Schools and departments need to adopt common policies and 
practice with regard to spelling education. (English teachers 
in School Band social studies teachers in School C.) 
4. 'llle Ministry of Education should adopt a mre positive approach 
to cross-curricular literacy progrannnes and provide more resources 
for schools. (Teachers in the English departments in School A 
and School B. ) 
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5. More resources should be provided to assist primary scho9l 
staff to identify and help children who are likely to develop 
spelling problems. (A social science teacher.) 
6. Children should not be allowed to progress through primary 
school unless they reached acceptable standards in the basic 
skills. (Another social science teacher.) 
7. The Spelling Journal would be more useful if it was pocket 
sized and indexed down the side, rather like a telephone index. 
(~ English teacher who had used such a book at a previous school.) 
8. The Ministry of Education should ensure that all material 
is circulated to all staff, not just the English staff. (All 
of the social science teachers.) 
9. The community, particularly advertisers, should start to treat 
spelling seriously and stop using mis-spelling as an advertising 
tool. (All teachers interviewed.) 
Findings Relating to the Suggestions 
Apart from point three, all of the suggestions re~ated to things 
that other people or organisations outside of the school should 
do. This was not a surprise because the lack of specific training 
for teachers in spelling and spelling theory would make it very 
difficult for them to identify ways of changing the system from 
within. 
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The second last suggestion (8) is the one that could be most 
easily carried out if staff at the Ministry of Education could 
be persuaded of its value. It should also be within the power 
of teachers to implement.suggestion three (schools and departments 
should adopt a unifonn approach to spelling) if they really felt 
that it was important. 
Suggestion seven, relating to the size of the Spelling Journal 
will only be ·followed up if teachers provide feedback about resource 
material provided. It is apparent that this has not occurred 
because the consultants appeared to be unaware of the negative 
. 
reactions towards the Journal. 
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Chapter Nine - Review of Research 
summary of Research Findings 
The following is a summary of the research questions and the 
findings for each one. 
1. What criteria do teachers use to assess students' spelling 
skills and to identify those students who have eitller a JOOderate 
or severe spelling problem? 
Teachers use a variety of performance ipdicators, they look at 
tile written work produced by students, count the number of mistakes 
on a page and make an assessment as to whether the student could 
be expected to spell the word. They also note whether the student-
has spelt the word correctly elsewhere in the work and whether 
the student can self-correct a mistake. None of the teachers 
interviewed based their assessments on student performance in 
a test or on a list of words. 
2. When the criteria are used, what percentage of students in 
selected classes in Years 8,9 & 10 are identified as having a 
moderate or severe spelling problem? 
Teachers in SChool B (the only school to undertake the introductory 
exercise) identified between 21% and 100% of students in selected 
classes as having spelling problems. These results cannot be 
considered as providing any valid comment on the extent of spelling 
problems in Western Australia's high schools but do indicate 
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that this group of teachers perceived the problem to be great. 
More valid findings would be the Ministry of Education's 11% 
and School C's 17%:. Both. of these percentages were based on test 
results, although the reliability and validity of the tests used 
were not examined as a part of this study. 
3. What do teachers consider to be the causes of poor spelling? 
Teachers have some understanding of the causes of poor spelling 
rut it is not complete. They li~ted nineteen causes of poor spelling 
. 
which roughly divided into criticisms of the ways in which spelling 
is taught, oomplaints about lack of interest on the part of students 
and parents, problems with the unit curriculum, and a lack of 
standards within the school and community at large. There was 
also a perception that some children had special problems such 
as dyslexia; but they revealed little knowledge of this type 
of difficulty. 
4. What policies exist at lllinistry, district and school level 
with regard to the teaching of spelling in senior high schools? 
'!be policies studied generally indicated that spelli~ is buportant. 
The ministry and two of the schools had policy docmnents available 
th.at stated that the development of spelling skills was important. 
The third school, at one time, had had such a policy, but had 
not implemented it. 
District A had no policy statement available but had a clear 
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policy that high school spelling was important because it provided 
assistance and in-service training for teachers who sought it. 
The other two districts had no policies. 
5. What programmes exist to meet the needs of students in Years 
8, 9 & 10 who have either a uxlerate or severe spelling problem.? 
Generally there are no programmes in existence to help these 
students. School Chad a programme for about 5% of the students 
identified as having problems in Year 8. Other students could 
have been on the SPELD home tutoring programm~. 
6. What methods do teachers use to assist students with spelling 
difficulties? 
Teachers use a variety of methods but they are basically variations 
of the same method. They aim to draw the student's attention 
to the part of the word that is mis-spelt and encourage the learning 
of the correct spelling. 
7. What :materials do teachers find most useful? 
The ministry has produced some very useful mat~rial to assist 
teachers but it has not been widely distributed and is not widely 
used. With one exception individual teachers did not use any 
special material and so it was not possible to give a positive 
answer to this question. 
i 
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On the negative side, some teachers who had tried to use the 
Spelling Journal criticised its format but this criticism does 
not seem to have reached the ministry. 
a. Do teachers have any suggestions about actions that need to 
be taken, or material that needs· to be provided to assist them 
in this area of their work? 
Teachers had a number of suggestions but most were framed around 
other people and did not indicate that they had given the problem 
any great consideration. For example they suggeste~ that the 
ministry should allow schools more freedom under the unit curriculum; 
that schools should have greater resources available i and students, 
parents and the coIIIIllUility generally should attach more importance 
to spelling. The most useful suggestions came from the social 
studies teachers who felt that the ministry should circulate 
to all staff (not just English) copies of the various ministry 
spelling documents available, and from the English and social 
studies staff who felt that schools should adopt a uniform approach 
to spelling. 
conclusion 
When this study was first discussed there """'8 a number of individuals, 
including some of the teachers asked to participate, who said 
that the findings would indicate that secondary teachers were 
not assessing the spelling skills of their students and that 
they were doing nothing to improve spelling skills. 
r : 
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The results show that this is a mistaken impression. All forty-six 
of the teachers interviewed were able to articulate the criteria 
that they used to assess spe~ling and forty-one of the teachers 
were attempting to imp~ove spelling skills using a variety of 
methods. 
Results and Findiflqs Not Related to the Research Questions 
During the group interviews a nwnber of issues were raised that 
were not related directly to the research questions but did impinge 
on a teacher's ability to assist students with spelling difficulties. 
The issues are listed and discussed here. 
Teachers have unrealistic eXl)ectations. 
Many of the teachers interviewed stated that children should. 
have attained a certain standard of literacy before entering 
high school. They did not expect to have to teach the basic skills, 
including spelling. The majority of the teachers (40 out of 46) 
went on to say that they were not trained to teach spelling. 
The teachers, however, also acknowledged. that many children were 
not at the required standard and that they did h~ve to consider 
ways of developing the skills. In the face of this dilemma it 
might be appropriate for schools, teachers and training establishments 
to recognise that there will be children entering secondary school 
with poorly developed spelling skills. Teachers should then be 
required to develop the necessary teaching skills, either in 
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courses. 
Training courses are not always advertised. 
The work of the school development officer in District A has 
been mentioned. However, it was also stated that she is only 
able to assist schools and teachers when requested to do so and 
that, as a result, there are staff in that district who do not 
know of the availability of the service. The development phase 
of any training course is expensive in resource terms and can 
only be justified if the course is then run for a number of different 
groups. Therefore courses need to be widely advertised in the 
schools of the district. Such action would have the added advantage 
of alerting teachers to the skills that they might need to develop. 
Spel1ing in Unit eurriculum not understood. 
Although unit Curriculum documents indicate that in English the 
process objectives, which include spelling, are to account for 
60% to 70% of the assessment, many English teachers seemed to 
feel that they are wasting time if they devote lessons to the 
study of language. Those who did spend time stu~ying words and 
their spellings usually prefaced their information with a remark 
like "I know that it's not part of the curriculum but ••• 11 • 
The subject consultants both acknowledged that up to the present 
time the unit curriculum documents have not provided much help 
L 
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for teachers confused about the position of spelling and other 
basic literacy skills. Now, however, a number of additional support 
documents are being prepared to clarify the situation. If the 
ministry was also to issµe a policy statement clearly indicating 
that all secondary teachers had responsibilities with regard 
to the teaching of spelling it would assist those teachers who 
appear to have difficulty reconciling the time that they spend 
developing spelling skills with the other teaching activities 
that they feel they should be undertaking. 
Unit curriculum rules are not understood. 
All of the teachers interviewed complained that the requirement 
to teach all children four units a year and to undertake eight 
~o ten assessments for each unit made it difficult to find time 
to develop spelling skills. However, the consultants stated that 
schools could decide to organise the timetable in a different 
way and teach fewer than four units a year and also choose to 
reduce the number of assessments undertaken. Schools could also 
decide to include direct assessment of spelling skills, as part 
of the assessment of assignments. This information needs to be 
disseminated more widely amongst teachers. 
Resource material is not widely distributed. 
This study has shown that much of the material produced to assist 
teachers is not regularly circulated outside a school's English 
department and is not seen by teachers of other subjects. It 
is a waste of resources for material to be produced if it is 
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not seen by all relevant staff, To prevent this, the consultants 
should liaise with schools to devise an acceptable method of 
advertising the availability of resource material. 
Spelling Journal needs to be revised. 
'lhe researcher felt.that the Spelling Journal could be a particularly 
useful document which could be used by all students and teachers 
(not just poor spellers) to develop a language programme. It 
is unfortunate that some students do not like to use it. There 
would ~erhaps be value in commissioning someone to revise the 
layout so that it appears to be a more adult document which is 
likely to find favour with students. Consideration could also 
be given to reducing its size. 
SEA should explain the significance of spelling. 
In Chapter 6 two teachers were quoted as claiming that students 
did not have to be able to spell the key words because they would 
not be marked down in the Tertiary Entrance Examination if they 
could mt spell. It is awarent that these t.eachers see the examination, 
and not the syllabus objectives, as a major factor determining 
classroom practice. The limited nature of this.study makes it 
difficult to assess how many teachers hold this view but it could 
be widespread. The response of the Secondary Education Authority 
to this criticism has already been reported. The authority's 
spokesperson indicated that if teachers raised this point at 
IIDderators' meetings the situation (that spelling should be considered 
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when assessing school work) would be explained to them. It would 
possibly be more useful for the secondary Education Authority 
to issue a statement clearly stating the position. Alternatively 
there could be a clear, statement in the examination syllabus 
that should be seen by all relevant teachers. 
School decision making powers not understood. 
This study indicates that teachers are not aware of the fact 
that schools have the !X)Wer to make decisions about course content 
and struc~ure. They seem.to assume that all power eventually 
resides with the ministry. comments about the ministry tending 
to veto innovative activities and criticisms of the ministry 
for failing to provide adequate resources or to support literacy 
programmes are a clear indication of their perception of the 
situation. 
To counteract this perception ministry staff should do more to 
ensure that teachers understand the lines of authority and know 
where decision-making power lies. This study did not investigate 
how EUch work has been undertaken in this area but it is apparent 
that it has failed to make all teachers aware of the situation. 
Students do not think spelling is important. 
Most of the teachers interviewed were critical of students and 
their attitude towards spelling. Remarks like "they don't care", 
"they don't see it as being important", "they are too lazy to 
( 
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correct a word that they know is wrong11 , were frequently made. 
Teachers acknowledged, however, that many departments did not 
have a coherent policy with regard to spelling. If students are 
receiving mixed messag¢s from staff about spelling it is not 
surprising to discover that they are not sure whether or not 
they should regard it as being important. 
Need for a uniform spelling policy. 
To achieve a coherent approach towards spelling it is necessary 
for all staff 1=11 a deparbnent ~d a school to decide on a spelling 
policy and to enforce it. 
The policy adopted should clearly indicate how teachers should 
treat spelling when assessing work and the effect of poor spelling 
on any assessment made. If this were to be done in every school, 
students would be more likely to regard spelling as important. 
Teachers need to increase knowledge. 
In this research many of the teachers showed that they have very 
little understanding of how their students have been taught before 
they reached the high school. They should therefore.become familiar 
with the activities of their feeder primary schools and discover 
how spelling is being taught in them. This knowledge would give 
them a greater understanding of the problems experienced by some 
students and help them to cope with them. 
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Final Comment 
This research set out to ask some very basic questions about 
high school spelling. It has generated much data that could be 
used as a baseline for future studies and it has identified some 
areas where action could be taken to improve the development 
of spelling skills in high school students. Finally, it has answered 
the major research question Rla.t criteria do staff in the F.nglish 
and social studies departments of three senior high SChools use 
to assess the spelling skills of students in Years 8, 9 & 10 
and what strategies do they adopt ~o meet the ne~ds of these 
students? by showing that teachers use performance indicators 
derived from a student's written work to assess spelling skills. 
They then adopt a strategy which tries to make the student aware 
of the incorrect spelling and learn the correct one • 
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APPENDIX 1 
Interview Schedule 
1. Introduction to group activity, ask question 11How many of 
your existing students have a spelling difficulty?" Please determine 
' 
this by considering each student on your class roll. Mark the 
roll with an M (moderate problem) or S (severe.problem). If there 
is no problem, make no notation. 
2. What criteria did you use to decide that a student had a moderate 
or a severe problem?' 
3. What percentage of students had a problem in your selected 
class? In your opinion, what percentage of students in all of 
your classes would have a spelling problem? (Refer to the Etlucational 
standards .•• report. Check on teacher reaction to information 
about spelling skills contained in it.) 
4. Why do some students experience spelling difficulty? 
5. How do you try to assist students with spelling problems? 
6. Does your school have a policy about the development of spelling 
skills? 
7. 'lb your knowledge does the Ministry of F.ducation have a policy 
about spelling? 
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8. Does your district office have a policy regarding spelling? 
Does it have any materials, programmes or other assistance that 
you could call on? 
9. The ministry has published some material on spelling to help 
teachers. (Show examples of Zoom Notes, Spelling Journal, In 
Brief Notes 1 & 2:) Have you seen them? Have you used them? If 
so what is your reaction to them? Were they useful? 
10. Do you have examples of any material that you have found 
to be particularly useful? 
11. What training have you had to help you to develop spelling 
skills? 
12. What changes would you like to see introduced to improve 
spelling teaching? 
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District Office Staff 
1. Who is responsible for the development of language skills 
in the district? 
2. What serVices could be offered to high school teachers who 
indicated that they were having problems with the spelling skills 
of students? 
3. Are there any training courses available for high school teachers? 
4. Does the office have any materfals available (either testing 
or teaching material) that could be used by high school teachers? 
5. What advice or assistance could be offered to a school with 
a spelling problem? 
6. Do high school teachers ever ask for assistance with spelling? 
?. Do you consider spelling to be a problem in the high schools 
in your district? What percentage of students have a problem. 
(Refer to report F,ducational standards • • • What do district office 
staff know about the findings reported? Do they agree?) 
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English consultant 
1. Many teachers complained that they cannot teach about spelling 
or undertake a study of ,words under the Unit curriculum because 
spelling is not formally assessed. Is this the case? 
2. Some teachers complain that the need to teach four units a 
year and undertake eight to ten assessments for each unit means 
that it is impossible to find the time to teach spelling·skills. 
How do you respond to this? 
3. Many teachers claim that there is no support available for 
teachers who do not know how to help students with a spelling 
problem. Two out of the three District Offices approached as 
part of this study had no support services available. Are there 
any proposals to rectify this situation? 
4. Teachers felt that the Ministry would not allow them to undertake 
innovative teaching. What is your reaction to this claim? 
5. Some teachers commented adVersely about the Sg:elling Journal, 
many had not seen the other publications produced to assist them. 
Does the Ministry have any plans to alter material or to change 
the method of distribution? 
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social Studies Consultant 
1. Many teachers complained that they cannot teach about spelling 
un.1er the ygit. CUrriculum because spelling is not formally assessed. 
Is this the case? 
2. Some teachers complain that the need to teach four units a 
year and undertake eight to ten assessments for each unit means 
that it is impossible to find the time to develop spelling skills. 
How do you respond to this? 
3. A number of social science teachers were confused about their 
role as language teachers. They were prepared to help students 
learn to spell subject oriented words but were not sure if they 
should also correct other words. What is your response to this 
difficulty? 
